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Cabot Cape Breton celebrates a decade as world-class golf resort 
The name of a 15th-century explorer who may or may not have landed on Cape Breton is 
nowadays strongly tied to both the Nova Scotia island and to world-class golf. 
 
City Pushes Back Cogswell Land Sales  
Developers watching for fresh Cogswell District development blocks on Halifax’s space-
strapped peninsula could be waiting longer than expected. 
 
Fêtons Quinze Août! Acadians celebrate national day 
Acadians all over the Maritimes celebrated National Acadian Day, or Le Quinze Août as it is 
better known in New Brunswick, on Monday. 
 
Canada’s inflation rate cooled to 7.6% in July as gas prices dropped 
The annual rate of inflation dipped to 7.6 per cent in July, Statistics Canada reported Tuesday, 
as lower gas prices took some of the heat off household budgets. 
 
Pandemic, high prices drive up interest in Halifax car-sharing service 
Demand for shared cars in Halifax has reached an all-time high this summer, thanks in part to 
the pandemic and rising prices. Communauto, a car-sharing service that operates on the 
Halifax peninsula and in downtown Dartmouth, N.S., has seen a dramatic increase in 
membership and bookings. 
 
Work is ongoing to save vandalized historic trees at Halifax Public Gardens 
While experts in arboriculture are working to save nearly 30 historic trees that were 
vandalized in Halifax, it may take years to know how many of the trees will survive the 
damage, the supervisor of the Halifax Public Gardens said Monday. 
 
Halifax Salsa and Bachata Festival begins this week 
The festival starts Thursday and goes on for three days. It's run by Haliente Studios. The studio 
is holding outdoor events where people can learn how to salsa. 
 
Eyes to the sky: Air Show Atlantic returns to Debert Aug. 27-28 
Air Show Atlantic is returning to Debert with its popular airshow for the first time since 2019. 
The Debert Airport and Colchester County will host the Air Show Atlantic production from Aug. 
27-28. 
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